
ACT CIRCULAR 
Choose the LabelLoopTM solution

Labeling a smarter future

Find the right solution 
for your brand at 
upmraflatac.com



Have you ever imagined that the paper 
liner from labels could be recycled, 
turned into liner and used again?  
The solution is here thanks to LabelLoop 
- a closed loop solution. We collect the 
liner waste and recycle it to create new 
labeling material.

A CLOSED-LOOP SOLUTION IS HERE!
Enabling the circular economy

Positive for nature
We collect the liner waste from our partners via RafCycle® by 
UPM Raflatac recycling service, recycle it and use it as raw material to 
produce new liner that contains recycled fiber – UPM Raflatac Honey 
Glassine PCR-FSC. 

This closed LabelLoopTM solution reduces pressure on forests and 
consumption of natural resources while at the same time maintains 
the functional properties of the material. The PCR liner is used in our 
UPM Raflatac RAFNXT+ label material range and is part of our  
UPM Raflatac SmartChoiceTM sustainable product  portfolio.
 
Our recycled content LabelLoop liners are also FSC® certified (FSC 
C012530). Certified forests provide wood and fiber; offer diverse habitats 
for plants, animals and micro-organisms; absorb and store carbon; and 
maintain and restore natural water cycles. They also provide recreational 
opportunities and jobs for local communities. Certification ensures 
responsible forest management and includes environmental, economic 
and social considerations.

By choosing labels with recycled content and FSC certified materials, you 
can help  protect the world’s forests.



LabelLoop – from label liner waste to the new liner
UPM Raflatac is leading in sustainable labeling. We are contributing to a circular 
economy by closing the label liner loop. RafCycle® by UPM Raflatac is our innovative 
recycling service that offers new life to label waste. With RafCycle, we collect paper 
liner waste from our partners and recycle it to produce UPM Raflatac PCR paper 
liner. It is a true closed loop liner-to-liner solution. Choose PCR liner and enjoy all the 
benefits without compromising on performance.

Choose a true closed LabelLoop solution. 
Start the journey with us:

1. Add UPM Raflatac RAFNXT+ with PCR liner to 
your range.

2. Join the RafCycle program and offer it to 
your customers. Let us turn label waste into a 
resource.

3. Offer a closed LabelLoop solution that is truly 
circular and positive for business!

Paper release liner is collected from 
packers and brand owners through 
RafCycle® by UPM Raflatac recycling 
service.

UPM de-siliconizes the liner and 
recycles it into fiber to produce 
glassine paper.

UPM Raflatac manufactures 
FSC® certified label material 
utilizing recycled fiber.

UPM Raflatac customers convert 
and offer label material with a true 
closed loop liner.

How does the liner-to-liner LabelLoop work?

Take positive climate action with UPM Raflatac Honey 
Glassine PCR-FSC
• A true closed-loop circular solution returning liner-to-liner
• High quality grade with maintained functional properties
• FSC certified

LabelLoop

Would you like to learn more about  
LabelLoop? Contact us via our website  
www.upmraflatac.com/contacts/

https://www.upmraflatac.com/contacts/
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www.upmraflatac.com


